Division C WIDI test
Materials Needed:
1; United States of America map
(http://www.coloringcastle.com/pdfs/us_states/united_states_blank.pdf)
2; blue striped star stickers
2; green striped star stickers
2; yellow striped star stickers (1 will not be used)
2; purple striped star stickers (1 will not be used)
7; gold star stickers (4 will not be used)
7; silver star stickers (3 will not be used)
7; green star stickers (5 will not be used)
7; red star stickers (6 will not be used)
7; blue star stickers (6 will not be used)
3; small cherry stickers (2 will not be used)
5; small blue rhinestones
10; small silver rhinestones (4 will not be used)
1; purple paper clip
1; green paper clip
1; pink paper clip
1; 3cm-silver tape
1; 3cm-gold tape
1; 6cm clear tape
1; yellow bendy straw
2; 20cm sting (1 is not used)
1; 15cm string
1; 5cm string
1; red Sharpie
1; burgundy Sharpie
Rubric:

Map Orientation
A. ___ The map should be oriented upright where Florida is on the bottom right corner and Washington is on the top left 
   Total -> ___/1

Striped Star Stickers
A. Striped Blue Star Sticker
   i. ____ One of the blue striped star stickers should be on the bottom edge of Florida with one tip on the bottom right coast of Florida
   ii. ____ The stripes in the above star should be going from north to south
   iii. __ The other blue striped star sticker should be on top of the last a in America, one point should be touching the center of the top of the a
   iv. ____ The stripes in the above star should be going from northwest to southeast
   Total -> ___/4

B. Striped Green Star Sticker
   i. ____ One green sticker should be on the left half of South Dakota in which the tip of the left point should be touching the center of the left border of South Dakota
   ii. ____ The stripes in the above star should be going from Northeast to Southwest
   iii. ____ The other star should be on the bottom of California where the two bottom points should be touching the bottom edge of California
   iv. ____ The stripes of the above star should be going from east to west
   Total -> ___/4

C. Yellow Striped Star Sticker
   i. ____ One yellow sticker should be covering the "U" in United
   ii. ____ The stripes of the above star should be going from NorthWest to SouthEast
   Total -> ___/2

D. Purple Striped Star Sticker
   i. ____ One purple star should be in the northwest section of Texas in which the top and right point of the star should be on the border between Texas and Oklahoma and the left point of the star should be on the border between Texas and New Mexico
   ii. ____ The stripes should be going from west to east
   Total -> ___/2

Other Star Stickers
A. Gold Stars:
i. ____ One gold star should be covering the largest island in Hawaii with one point facing directly south
ii. ____ The 2nd gold star should be on top of the "o" in the word "of" where the bottom point of the star should be touching the center of the top of the o
iii. ____ The 3rd gold star should be perfectly centered on top of, partially covering, the purple star in Texas

Total -> ___/3

B. Silver Stars:
i. ____ The 1st Silver Star should be in the center of Wyoming
ii. ____ The 2nd Silver Star should be covering both Vermont and New Hampshire in which the tip of the left point of the star is touching the border of Vermont and New York and the bottom left point is on top of the border between Vermont and New Hampshire
iii. ____ The 3rd Silver Star should be perfectly centered on top of, partially covering, the Blue Striped Star in Florida
iv. ____ The 4th Silver Star should be on the top left corner of the paper where the tip of the left point is touching the left edge of the paper and the tip of the top point is touching the top edge of the paper

Total -> ___/4

C. Green Stars
i. ____ The 1st Green Star should be in the center of Tennessee in which the tips of the bottom 2 points are touching the border between Tennessee and Alabama
ii. ____ The 2nd Green Star should be perfectly centered on top of, partially covering, the Blue Striped Star on top of the "a" in "America"

Total -> ___/2

D. ____ The Red Star should be perfectly centered on top of, partially covering, the Green Striped Star in South Dakota

Total -> ___/1

E. ____ The Blue Star should be on top of, partially covering, the Green Striped Star in California

Total -> ___/1

Rhinestones:
A. Blue Rhinestones:
i. ____ The 1st blue rhinestone should be perfectly centered on top of, partially covering, the gold star on top of the striped purple star in Texas
ii. ____ The 2nd blue rhinestone should be perfectly centered on top of, partially covering, the silver star on top of the striped blue star in Florida
iii. ____ The 3rd blue rhinestone should be on the most northwest point of Washington
iv. ____ The 4th blue rhinestone should be on the bottom left corner of the paper
v. ____ The 5th blue rhinestone should be in the center of Ohio

Total -> ___/5
B. Silver Rhinestones
   i. ____ The 1st silver rhinestone should be perfectly centered on top, partially covering, of the blue star on top of the green striped star
   ii. ____ The 2nd silver rhinestone should be perfectly centered on top, partially covering, of the red star on top of the Green striped star
   iii. ____ The 3rd silver rhinestone should be perfectly centered on top of the green star on top of the blue striped star on top, partially covering, of the "a" in "America"
   iv. ____ The 4th silver rhinestone should be in the center of the "o" in the word "of"
   v. ____ The 5th silver rhinestone should be on top of the Blue rhinestone in the bottom right corner of the paper
   vi. ____ The 6th silver rhinestone should be in the center of Colorado

Total -> ___/6

Cherry stickers:
   A. ____ The cherry sticker should be in the center of Alaska with the stem facing north

Total -> ___/1

Paper Clips:
   A. ____ The green paper clip should be lying on the border between west virginia and virginia
   B. ____ The purple paper clip should be lying on the border between Oregon and the Pascific Ocean
   C. ____ The pink paper clip should be lying, diagonally, from the southwest corner to the northeast corner of North Dakota

Total -> ___/3

Tape:
   A. ____ The silver tape should be on the bottom right of Montana where the bottom edge of the tape is aligned with the bottom edge of Montana
   B. ____ The gold tape should be on the line of the box separating Alaska from Hawaii centered
   C. ____ The right edge of the clear tape should be aligned with the border between arizona and new Mexico and between utah and colorado. It should be going through both arizona and Utah

Total -> ___/3

String:
   A. ____ One 20cm string should be going from the northeast corner of the paper to the southwest corner of Kansas
   B. ____ The 15cm string should be going from the northeast corner of Alaska to the bottom of the "t" in the word "United"
   C. ____ The 5cm string should be crossing the 20cm string 1 cm from the northeast corner of the paper

Total -> ___/3
Straw:
A. _____ The straw should be fully extended
B. _____ The straw should be lying on the left edge of the paper

Total -> ___/2

Sharpie:
A. Red Sharpie:
   i. _____ The word "OWO" should be written in the center of Pennsylvania
   ii. _____ The letters should all be capitalized

Total -> ___/2

B. Burgundy Sharpie:
   i. _____ The word "oop" should be written in Massachusetts
   ii. _____ The letters should be capitalized

Total -> ___/2

Unused Materials:
A. _____ 1 striped yellow star is not used
B. _____ 1 striped purple star is not used
C. _____ 4 gold stars are not used
D. _____ 3 silver stars are not used
E. _____ 5 green stars are not used
F. _____ 6 red stars are not used
G. _____ 6 blue stars are not used
H. _____ 2 cherry stickers are not used
I. _____ 4 small silver rhinestones are not used
J. _____ 1 20cm string is not used

Total -> ___/10

Total -> ___/61